The staff at Edmond Library is not going in for real murder—just the fun kind.

Join them once a month for “Murder on the Menu: A Cozy Mysteries Book Club” and enjoy a brown bag lunch while discussing the latest fictitious homicidal indiscretions. Edmond Library is located at 10 S. Boulevard.

“We meet the first Tuesday of the month at noon,” said librarian May Ann Johnson, “and talk about a recent cozy mystery. Cozies are usually set in a small town and the amateur sleuth is frequently a woman. The action is fast and there are usually a lot of twists and red herrings in the plot.”

Space is limited so interested parties are asked to call the library at 341-9282, extension three to reserve a copy of the next book. Tea and water will be provided to accompany your lunch.

Who would have thought that murder could be so much fun?
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